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Abstract

This paper presents results on the potential of Lignosulfonate (LS) in controlling the swelling of expansive soils. One dimensional swell tests were performed on untreated and LS treated remoulded samples of an Australian expansive soil from the state of Queensland. Test results indicated that LS has significant influence in the swelling behaviour of this expansive soil. The results were compared with those of cement-treated identical soil samples, and it was found that LS could be a resourceful and environmental friendly alternative to traditional alkaline additives. In addition, the behaviour of LS treated specimens during repeated freezing and thawing cycles were measured. The results indicated significant improvement in percentage mass loss in LS treated specimens compared to cement treated specimens. The microstructural analysis of untreated and LS treated samples showed soil surface area reduction in treated specimens, which in-turn reduced the affinity of the specimens towards moisture uptake, thus the reduction in swell potential of the otherwise expansive soil. The use of LS as a novel non-traditional stabilizer for expansive soil appears to be a viable solution in view of sustainable use of waste by-products and green construction.

List of notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>scanning electron microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDS</td>
<td>energy dispersive spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTIR</td>
<td>fourier transform infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^1$H NMR</td>
<td>hydrogen nuclear magnetic resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BET</td>
<td>Brunauer–Emmett–Teller analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRD</td>
<td>x-ray diffractometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMC</td>
<td>optimum moisture content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDUW</td>
<td>maximum dry unit weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>lignosulfonate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Introduction

The threat posed to public safety and the potential for destruction of properties by expansive soils is growing rapidly. Worldwide, billions of dollars are budgeted in controlling the adverse effects of shrink – swell phenomenon of expansive soils (Jones and Jefferson, 2012). For example, in Australia, expansive soils cause several millions of dollars in damage to infrastructure annually (Richards, 1990).

In the past, researchers (Puppala et al., 1999; Cameron, 2006) have developed various techniques to minimise the adverse effects of expansive soils on infrastructures. Chemical stabilisation using traditional alkaline admixtures (e.g. cement and lime) is the most common technique adopted in controlling the shrink-swell behaviour of expansive soils. Traditional admixtures reduce shrink-swell potential and increase the workability of expansive soils. However, the use of these alkaline stabilizers may pose intrinsic environmental and occupational health/safety problems. For example, the pH of soil increases upon treatment, and this high pH could cause corrosion problems in buried utilities (Rao and Thyagaraj 2003). In addition, the use of these alkaline stabilizers presents adverse implications in terms of cost and emission of cancerous particulate matter, greenhouse gases and consumes about 2% of global energy in their production processes (e.g. Boynton, 1980; Albino et al., 2011).

At present, the use of industrial by-products (non-traditional) as alternative stabilizing agents has become increasingly popular (e.g. Puppala et al. 1999; Tingle and Santoni, 2003; Indraratna et al. 2010; Vinod et al. 2010; Athukorala et al 2013). Many of these non-traditional stabilizers have shown to require much less quantity for soil stabilization compared to traditional admixtures or superior durability properties and/or reduced curing time (Indraratna et al., 2010; Harichane, 2011). Despite these research achievements, unfortunately, there exist no standard protocols to aid practitioners to identify non-traditional stabilizers that deliver enhanced performance and those that do not. From the above context, this study focuses on understanding
the potential of a non-traditional admixture called LS in controlling the swelling of expansive soil.

LS is a by-product of the sulphite pulping process in paper manufacturing. It is a non-corrosive, non-toxic, and environmental friendly chemical. As the second most abundant natural polymer in the world (Thakur et al., 2014; Gandini and Belgacem, 2008), lignin based compounds have often tempted researchers to study their potential for use in novel applications. For instance, Athukorala et al., (2013) described a theoretical model to capture the rate of erosion of a silty sand based on the principle of conservation of energy. The proposed equation is based on the shear stress-strain characteristics, mean particle diameter, mean flow velocity, and the packing arrangement of particles. The model results were reported to be in agreement with experimental data. In the petroleum industry, LS has been used in the production of oil drilling muds. It is reported that the presence of LS reduced the viscosity of the mud thus, reducing the energy requirements needed for oil drilling (Orszulik, 2013). Indraratna et al. (2010) investigated the internal erosion behaviour of LS amended silty soil by varying the amount of LS and cement from 0.2 to 0.6% dry weight of soil. The LS amended soil reduced the coefficient of soil erosion and significantly increased the critical shear stress in comparison to soil treated with cement. Tingle and Santoni (2003) compared different traditional (e.g. cement and hydrated lime) and non-traditional admixtures including LS to evaluate the strength of low- and high- plasticity clay soils. The above study reported that LS provided excellent waterproofing for the expansive soils compared to the rest of the stabilizers. To the authors’ knowledge, currently there is no information on the potential of LS in controlling the swell behaviour of expansive soils. This study intends to contribute to this research gap. Moreover, freezing and thawing tests were carried on LS treated soil to understand the durability of the treated soil for the potential application in temperate regions of the world.
The results of the study are complimented with microstructural analysis of untreated and LS treated samples using x-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscope (SEM) and Brunauer Emmett and Teller (BET) surface area analysis tests. LS was also examined using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, ultraviolet spectroscopy (UVS) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy thus, a chemical structure for the otherwise proprietary chemical stabilizer (LS) is proposed.

**Materials and specimen preparation/test methods**

The soil used in this study is a highly plastic expansive clayey soil which was obtained at 25 – 70cm depth at Gunnedah (Queensland, Australia). The retrieved soil samples were placed in sealed plastic bags, and transported to the laboratory for preparation and testing. Extensive laboratory tests were carried out to classify the soil and the results (Table 1). This soil could be classified as expansive on the basis of its plasticity, percent swell, shrinkage limit and activity. The high liquid limit (>50%) and high plasticity index (51%) support the typical characteristics of a montmorillonitic expansive soil (AS 1726-1993). The percent swell of approximately 6%, classifies this soil as “high” expansivity following the classification proposed by Seed et al. (1962) (i.e. percent swell = 5 - 25% under 7kPa surcharge). The soil’s shrinkage limit is 9% which agrees with the same class of expansiveness (7 – 12%) (Holtz and Gibbs, 1956). Furthermore, the soil activity of 1.42 also supports the soil’s expansiveness (Skempton, 1953).

The averaged elemental composition of the expansive soil as obtained from EDS technique is also shown in Table 1. The presence of Si, Al, Mg, Ca, Fe, and Na indicated the existence of montmorillonite minerals in the soil. XRD diffractograms analysis with Siroquant software showed that the soil contained a mixture of 36.0% clay of which montmorillonite = 10.4%, montmorillonite-illite mixed mineral = 0.6%, montmorillonite-chlorite mixed mineral = 8.5%; illite content = 4.4%; kaolinite fraction is 12.7% and quartz = 25.3% by percentage mass. This is consistent with the classification of “high” expansiveness based on the physical index
properties. This is consistent with the classification of “high” expansiveness based on the physical index properties.

**Specimen preparation**

The clayey soil collected from the field was oven-dried at 105°C to constant mass, pulverized and sieved. The materials passing the 1.18mm sieve were collected as test soil. An aliquot of the dry soil was thoroughly hand-mixed with desired moisture content. The mix was then placed in sealed double plastic bags and allowed to mellow for 24hr to permit moisture and LS (for treated samples) equilibration prior to specimen preparation. Swell test specimens were statically compacted directly into consolidometer rings of diameter 50mm x 20mm height using a specially designed mould at a rate of 1mm/min to desired density. Freeze-thaw specimens were also compacted in similar manner into 115mm height x 105mm diameter mould to predetermined density. It should be noted that LS treated specimens were prepared in the same manner but with the addition of 2% LS by dry weight of soil. All compacted specimens were cured for 7 days prior to each test to allow for possible interaction between soil minerals, water, and, LS stabilizer. To compare the performance of LS in relation to traditional admixtures, additional but identical specimens were prepared with 2% cement admixture. Cement was selected because it induces lesser environmental impact compared to lime admixture and past research studies have shown that at reasonably low application rates (1 - 2% by weight) both lime and cement admixtures give comparable results (Chen 1988).

**Swell and durability test methods**

The percent swell test for untreated and LS treated specimens were carried out in accordance with ASTM D4546 but with a 7kPa seating pressure. The specimens were placed in oedometer equipment and inundated with deionised water and allowed to swell for typically 10-21 days. At the end of one-dimensional swell tests, volumetric-shrinkage tests were conducted in accordance
with the procedure proposed by Briaud (1998). The dimensions and weights of the swollen specimens were measured and monitored in 24-hour intervals as the specimens were allowed to dry at room temperature to constant mass. The specimens were then transferred into an oven at 105 °C for 3 days. The volumetric shrinkage was calculated from the above data.

The “wetting-after-loading tests on multiple specimens” method (ASTM D4546) was employed in determining the swell pressure of untreated and LS treated samples. The method involved applying increasing vertical load on inundated specimens. At each seating load, the corresponding swell or hydro-compression was measured and recorded. The data obtained was used to plot “swell/hydro-compression versus applied pressure” relation. The swell pressure was reported as the averaged maximum applied stress required to preventing the specimens from swelling or compressing i.e. the point at which the plot-line intercept the zero mark on the vertical axis.

Freeze-thaw durability tests were performed to simulate the effect of seasonal variation on mass loss, adsorbed moisture variation and volumetric changes in untreated and LS treated specimens in accordance with ASTM D 560. In addition, the effect of LS stabilizer on soil pH was evaluated with a pH meter (AS 1289.4.3.1) and compared to cement stabilized soil sample.

**Lignosulfonate (LS); proposed chemical structure**

FTIR spectroscopy at mid-infrared region (600–4000 cm⁻¹) was applied on LS stabilizer and the absorption bands were matched with standards given in Coates (2000) (Fig 1a). The characteristic bands at 3200-3500 cm⁻¹, 2920 cm⁻¹, 2842 cm⁻¹, 1455-1591 cm⁻¹, 1038 cm⁻¹, and 1115-1173 cm⁻¹, indicated the presence of hydroxyl group (-OH), methylene group (CH₂), methoxyl group (OCH₃), aromatic benzene ring (C=C), alcohol (C-O); [note that alcohols have IR absorptions linked with both C-O stretching and the O-H vibrations (Coates, 2000)] and the sulfonate group (SO₃⁻), respectively. The UVS confirm the presence of phenyl groups in the
stabilizer. The $^1$H NMR (hydrogen nuclear magnetic resonance) spectrum of LS confirmed the FTIR results and identified the position (ortho-, meta- or para-) of functional groups. The spectrum also reveal the presence of sulphur group species attached to an organic chemical and the presence of hydroxyl group at 6-12ppm due to intermolecular hydrogen bonding (Zhao et al., 2005). The major elemental constituents of LS were also determined using EDS and are presented in Table 2. The calcium composition quantitatively supersede other elements present, which implies that calcium is the dominant salt present in the LS, thus the LS is a CaLS. Based on the data obtained from the above analytical techniques, a chemical structure of the LS stabilizer is proposed (Fig 1b).

**Results and discussion**

_Effect of LS on engineering properties of expansive soil_

Fig 2a shows the variation of liquid limit (LL) and plasticity (PI) characteristics based on the percentage of LS admixture. For comparison, the effect of cement content on the consistency limits of the same soil is presented. The addition of LS resulted in a decrease in the LL (91 to 76%), and a slight increase in the plastic limit (40 to 44%), prompting a significant 37% reduction in soil plasticity index (51 to 32%) at 2% addition. The change in PI could be attributed to the transformation of the soil mineral lattices that contribute to plasticity, because the average size of the soil particles became larger, transforming soil into a more silty state. This observation was supported by particle size distribution analysis of untreated and treated soil (Fig 2b). The content of clay size particles decreased from 36% to 20% probably due to aggregation, which in turn decreased the plasticity of the soil. However, increasing LS content beyond the 2% threshold resulted in adverse soil characteristics. For example, at 4% application rate, the LL decreased to 80% only, with a corresponding decrease in plastic limit to 41%. Hence, 2% LS content was considered as the optimum in this study.
For cement treated soil, both the LL and PI decreased with increasing cement content. The LL (91%) of the untreated soil decreased to 60% while the plastic limit increased from 40% to 46%, at 7% cement addition which resulted in PI reduction from 51% to 14%. Sarkar et al. (2012) attributed such LL behaviour to the greater quantity of water required for the cement treated soil to make it fluid while the increase in plastic limit for cement treated soil was attributed to the greater amount of water required to change the soil’s plastic state to semisolid state.

Though, the PI of cement treated soil is significantly lower than the LS treated sample, LS prompted a significant 41% plasticity reduction in the soil. Thus, LS could also effectively improve the plasticity property of a “low” expansive soil. It was also observed that the pH of LS treated soil remain practically unchanged (from 7.43 to 7.17 after treatment). This is indeed an outstanding advantage of LS stabilizer over its traditional counterparts because treating the same soil with 2% cement increased the alkalinity from 7.43 to 9.19).

**Shrink/swell behaviour**

The effect of LS content on percent swell with time is shown in Fig 3, whereas, Fig 4b shows the effect of initial moisture content on the shrink/swell behaviour of specimens before and after LS treatment. The variability in test results is evident despite the identical manner in which specimens were prepared. When treated with 2% LS, the percent swell reduced from 6% to about 4.6%, which is a significant improvement in swell behaviour of the soil. As earlier stated, the improvement in the PI of the treated soil implies that the wettability of the soil decreased thus, the decrease in the percent swell. Saride et al. (2013) showed that PI is a good indicator of shrink/swell behaviour of soil; the lower the PI the lower the shrink/swell behaviour and vice versa.

Similarly, the percent swell (Fig 3) decreased with increasing content of LS until a threshold value of 2% by dry weight of soil is reached. Beyond this dosage, the percent swell increased
with increasing admixture content. This anomalous behaviour has been attributed to mutual repulsive forces between the charged sections of the admixture (Sarkanen and Ludwig, 1971).

After swelling was complete, a shrinkage test was conducted and data obtained was used to determine the volumetric shrinkage of specimen at various moisture contents (Fig 4). The shrinkage remained fairly the same within a moisture content range of 15 to 60%. At OMC, the volumetric shrinkage of untreated and 2% LS treated specimens is 11.0% and 13.5%, respectively. The effect of 2% LS content on volumetric shrinkage is not as pronounced as the effect on swell behaviour. However, the shrinkage limit of treated sample increased slightly from 9% to 11% after treatment. The slight improvement in shrinkage limit value could be as a result of the stabilization mechanism of LS in that, the entrapped moisture in treated soil may be more tightly bonded in the interlayers of clay minerals.

The magnitude of the swell pressure of the soil was measured to be 105kPa but decreased to 84kPa after 2% LS addition (Fig 5). For cement-treated specimens, the reduction in swell pressure is similar to that of 2% LS treatment (82kPa). Within applied surcharge pressure of about 80 to 280kPa, the treated specimens compressed more than the untreated sample. This could be associated with the high intrinsic property of the untreated sample. In other words, the untreated sample has greater tendency to swell than the treated samples under the same surcharge pressure. However, at surcharge pressure of about 300kPa, the compression is the same for both untreated and treated samples. The surcharge pressure at which the compression of untreated sample equals that of the treated samples is referred herein as the critical pressure. The significance of the critical pressure is that it equals the pressure beyond which the compressive behaviour of untreated and treated specimens does not change with time.

**Curing time dependent swell behaviour of LS treated expansive soil**
The effect of curing time on percent swell of the soil was evaluated by conducting swell tests on soil – water - 2% LS mix, compacted at OMC and cured for periods of 7, 14, 54, and 180 days. For comparison, identical cement treated specimens were prepared and tested accordingly. The rate of swell depends on curing time in 2% LS treated soil, though the magnitude at the end of the swell regime is independent of such time (Fig 6). The rate of swell decreases with increasing curing period. After 10 minutes of swell test, it was observed that the untreated soil would have almost completed its primary swell (at 4%) whereas, for the 180 days cured sample, the percent swell was significantly low (at 0.4%). The swell rate dependency on curing time could mean that the stabilization processes of adsorption, coating and subsequent aggregation of particles by LS stabilizer is time-dependant under laboratory conditions.

On the other hand, the cement treated specimen exhibited insignificant variation in swell rates regardless of curing time, though the reduction in percent swell is more significant, accounting for 33% i.e. from 5.9% to 3.9% (Fig 7). The independent behaviour of the rate of swell with curing time implies that cement stabilization processes on expansive minerals are completed within 7 days after treatment. Although, at higher application rates (e.g. 4 or 8%), soil pH could increase to 12.4 which could initiate pozolanic reactions in which case the above statement might not be valid.

Freeze-thaw durability test

The durability conditions of untreated and 2% LS treated specimens under repeated freezing and thawing cycles were measured by percentage mass loss, percentage moisture variation and percentage volumetric change. For the purpose of comparison, 2% cement stabilized identical specimens were prepared and tested. The samples were prepared at optimum moisture content (standard Proctor) and compacted into a 104 mm diameter by 100mm height mould and then cured for 7 days prior to freeze-thaw cycles. The freezing-and-thawing cycle for the tests consisted of freezing the specimens at -4°C for 24 hours and thawing for 24 hours at room
temperature of 20°C with 99% humidity. Freezing a specimen for 24 hours and thawing it for another 24 hours represents one cycle. Samples were predetermined to undergo 12 cycles of freezing and thawing in 24 days.

During the freezing stage, as the temperature drops below 0°C, the soil moisture starts to freeze and results in the formation of ice crystals which subject the specimen to change its volume (Konrad, 1989) (Fig 8). Throughout the freeze–thaw tests for untreated and 2% LS treated specimens, both samples developed cracks around the entire surfaces causing the specimens to break off at the lower and upper ends. As the test continued, these cracks became more significant and widespread, resulting in significant spalling and eventual break down of the specimens. Cement treated specimen experienced the highest level of mass loss, as a result, the durability test was stopped after 6 cycles (Fig 8). The degraded post-test images of specimens are also shown in Fig 8. It is interesting to note that the number of cycles at which deterioration of the specimens began was considerably affected by the presence of LS.

Through visual inspection, less spread of surface spalling was observed in LS treated specimens from the 1st to the 12th freeze thaw cycle, demonstrating a substantial improvement in resistance to degradation. At the end of the 12th cycle, the untreated soil lost approximately 7% of its mass while the LS treated specimen experienced mass loss of 3.4% only. In contrast, 2% cement stabilized soil specimen experienced rapid deterioration, losing as much as 17.8% at the end of the 6th cycle (end of test). This substantial mass loss could compromise the strength of cement stabilized soil (Chamberlain et al., 1990). Chamberlain et al., (1990) reported that 10–15% mass loss at the end of 12 cycles of freezing and thawing insignificantly affects the strength of soil close to surface. The 2% LS treated sample is well below this range of mass loss and it is expected that the strength of LS treated soils may not be affected due to mass loss with changing temperature.
In terms of volume change, the untreated specimen showed significant variation in volume from the 1st cycle to the 6th cycle, while cement treated specimen exhibited the least change. The maximum volume change for all specimens occurred at the end of the 2nd cycle. The volume increased by almost 15.9% in untreated sample as opposed to 11.2% and 6% for 2% LS and 2% cement treated specimens, respectively (Fig 9). The volume change in each subsequent cycle was observed to be less than the preceding cycle and this trend continued until about the 9th cycle for untreated and LS treated specimens. Beyond this cycle, repeated freezing and thawing conditions showed no significant effect on specimen volume, indicating that the specimens have reached their equilibrium state after the 9th cycle. At this state, the maximum volume change for untreated soil is 10.6% as opposed to 9.2% in LS treated specimen. Chen (1988) referred to the progressive decrease in volume change towards the equilibrium state as the “fatigue” of volume change as a result of macrostructural softening due to microstructural expansion.

For moisture variation determination in specimens, the moisture content at the end of each cycle was measured. A unique relation existed between moisture content variation and volume change in specimens. It was observed that the moisture content was proportional to volume change (Fig 10). Particularly significant is the reduction in the adsorbed moisture content in 2% LS treated soil. At the end of the 9th cycle, the gravimetric moisture content of each sample was determined. Consequently, the adsorbed moisture content was least in the cement treated specimen (41%) followed by LS treated specimen (47%) and then the natural specimen (50.9%). It is most likely that the adsorbed hydrophobic organic molecules of LS contributed to restricting water penetration into the soil body.

**Microstructural analysis of LS treated Soil**

**XRD Analysis**
XRD was employed in this study to assess the changes in soil mineralogy due to LS addition. The XRD diffractograms of the untreated and 2% LS treated oriented specimens are presented in Fig 11. The diffractograms were compared for the existence of new peaks (new minerals) in treated samples. The distance of the separation of atomic planes (d-spacing) was also investigated to understand the mineralogical alterations in specimens. The peaks located at 2θ = 21°, 27°, 37° and 50° are signature peaks of quartz whereas, the peaks at approximately 2θ = 5.6°, 18°, 28.5°, 35.5°, 42° and 54° matched with known montmorillonite spectra contained in the database. For LS treated specimen, the montmorillonite peaks are invariably broader, reflecting the much smaller size of crystallite as a result of LS addition. A comparison of untreated and 2% LS treated diffractograms indicated a shift at the 001 montmorillonite peak to the left (an increase in d-spacing) for treated sample, suggesting that LS intercalated the inner layers of the montmorillonite lattices and forced it to expand initially. Thus, the peak at 2θ = 5.6 shifted to 5.39 which corresponded to an increase in the d-spacing from 15.77Å to 16.38Å, respectively. In addition, the montmorillonite patterns at 2θ = 5.6°, 18°, 28.5°, 35.5°, 42° and 54° either broadened or completely disappeared in the treated sample. The changes in the peaks at these scan angles suggested that LS altered or destroyed the montmorillonite lattices. The peak intensities of other minerals such as quartz, kaolinite and illite at 2θ = 50.5°, 25° and 55° also decreased, respectively, after treatment. However, XRD patterns did not show intercalation of LS into the inner layers of these minerals, signifying that only peripheral adsorption of LS occurred on the surfaces of these minerals. The likely reason is the large molecular weight of LS polymer as compared to the very small inner layer spacing in non-expansive soil minerals. The adsorption processes subsequently coated the soil mineral lattices to form flocs and restricted the characteristic diffraction of the atomic planes especially in montmorillonite leading to restricted movement of water into the entire clay matrix hence, the reduced swell behaviour. No significant new peak was observed after treatment with LS, a subdominant peak at about 9°° 2θ was seen which corresponds to the presence of additional illite minerals (Fig 11). This implies
that the illite mineral content increased after LS addition which contributed to the reduction in the intrinsic swell properties of this otherwise expansive soil.

**SEM analysis**

This analytical technique was employed to qualitatively identify the microstructural development in the matrix of the stabilized soil specimens at x3000 magnification (Fig 12). The fabric of the untreated sample has a dense clay matrix with no appearance of aggregations and connectors, thus the voids are more visible. The micro-pores are unevenly distributed and their dimensions show an erratic arrangement.

On the other hand, the 2% LS treated soil micrograph exhibited marked changes in morphology. The untreated soil was transformed from a particle based structure to a more integrated composite with larger but fewer inter-aggregates dominate pore spaces. The formation of larger inter-aggregate pore spaces resulted in a decrease in the number and volume of intra-aggregate pore spaces hence, restricted the movement of water molecules into the entire clay matrix (reduced percent swell) (Monroy et al., 2005). This could be a reason why the measured moisture content of 2% LS treated samples at the end of swell test is 47% as opposed to 51% for untreated soil. The theory that aggregation of soil particles forms part of the stabilization mechanism in LS treated soil was further probed with the BET surface area analysis technique as discussed below.

**BET analysis**

BET surface area analysis technique was used to assess changes in the soil’s external surface area attributable to 2% LS admixture. BET nitrogen adsorption surface area results indicate 58.88m$^2$/g and 32.93m$^2$/g for untreated and LS treated samples, respectively. The addition of LS stabilizer led to reduction in the surface area due to aggregation of particles. The implication is that the soil will adsorbed less moisture due to the reduced number and volume of intra-
aggregate pore spaces (Fig 12) which in turn contributed to the decrease in the percent swell of the soil.

**Possible stabilization mechanism based on the microstructural analysis**

On the basis of XRD analysis, LS underwent basal and peripheral adsorption on the surfaces of the montmorillonite minerals and only peripheral adsorption on non-expansive soil minerals. This resulted in smearing and subsequent aggregation of soil particles as seen from SEM micrographs and BET surface area analysis data. The reduction in the number and volume of intra-aggregate pore spaces compensated by the formation of larger but fewer inter-aggregate pores as a result of LS adsorption restricted the ingress of water into the entire clay matrix hence; the decreased percent swell of the treated soil.

In addition, to the above mechanisms, the disappearance or reduction in signature peak heights of soil minerals (Fig 11) and Peak broadening at 001 montmorillonite suggested reduction in crystallite size of the soil minerals (20 = 20°, 27° and 48°) due to the smearing mechanism of the admixture. The encapsulation of soil particles resulted in the reduction in peak heights of minerals. In summary, LS stabilized the expansive soil by changing the characteristics of the soil crystals via basal and peripheral adsorption as opposed to significant chemical reactions because of the absence of any remarkable change in mineralogy of 2% LS treated soil. The implication is that the soil plasticity decreased which in turn reduced the shrink-swell potential of the otherwise expansive soil. However, depending on the mineralogical composition of a soil, the authors believe that cation exchange could be a possible additional reaction mechanism of the admixture as divalent and trivalent ions (e.g. Al^{3+}, Mg^{2+} and Ca^{2+}) in LS could readily replace exchangeable monovalent ions (e.g. Na^+, K^+ and Li^+) in the expansive soil mineral surfaces. Advanced cation exchange testing (Ammonium Acetate Method) is recommended for the verification of the above statement.
Conclusions

To evaluate the potential effectiveness of LS in stabilizing a remoulded expansive soil, swelling and durability (i.e. freeze-thaw) tests were conducted and complemented with microstructural analysis. On the basis of the obtained experimental results, the following conclusions are drawn:

➤ The results suggest that the optimum LS content to provide a better improvement on the percent swell is 2% by dry weight of the soil and the improvement continue with increasing curing time for up to 180 days. In terms of specimens’ resistance to freeze-thaw durability conditions, the LS stabilized specimen exhibited the most significant improvement with respect to percentage mass loss.

➤ The PI, percent swell, swell pressure, and volumetric shrinkage improved from 51% to 32%, 5.9% to 4.6%, 105kPa to 84kPa, and 9% to 11%, respectively. The rate of swell of 2% LS treated soil also decreased with increasing curing time. These changes are caused by the binding together of soil minerals by LS admixture through basal and peripheral adsorption, which consequently restricted moisture infiltration into the entire soil body.

➤ Of interest is the fact that soil pH does not change (7.43 to 7.13) upon LS addition which is in direct contrast with cement admixture that considerably increased soil pH from 7.43 to 9.19 at 2% application. Such pH level could be detrimental to buried steel structure or flora and fauna.

➤ XRD diffractograms of 2% LS treated expansive soil revealed basal and peripheral adsorption of LS by expansive minerals but only peripheral LS adsorption by non-expanding soil minerals resulting in coating and aggregation of soil particles as observed during BET and SEM analyses. The coating effect caused a reduction in crystallite size of the expansive mineral (broadening of 001 montmorillonite peak). The proposed stabilizing mechanisms of LS as identified in this study involved initial
interlayer expansion during LS intercalation, subsequent moisture entrapment and encapsulation of clay minerals; i.e. changes in the crystallographic properties of the soil minerals. In other words, the stabilizing mechanisms are of physical means, involving changes in the crystallographic properties of the soil rather than significant chemical interactions.

The significant reduction in swell behaviour achieved in the laboratory may not be achieved in field applications where the conditions are much more complex, but the fact remains that LS reduced the adsorbed moisture content in treated soil and hence, reduced the swell potential of the soil. This has a lot of positive implications to the management of expansive soil related infrastructural damage. The authors therefore, recommend the use of this by-product as a stabilizer for controlling swell potential and at the same time solve a waste disposal problem for the paper manufacturing industry. It is suggested that field trials should involve the application of LS in the traditional format currently used for lime and cement admixtures.
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Table 1: Basic index properties and chemical composition of the remoulded expansive soil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colour</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of sampling (m)</td>
<td>0.25 – 0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural moisture content (%)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific gravity</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid limit (%)</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic limit (%)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasticity index (%)</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrinkage limit (%)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification (USCS) (unified soil classification system)</td>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimum moisture content (OMC, %)</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum dry unit weight (MDUW, kN/m³)</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand content (%)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silt content (%)</td>
<td>53.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay content (%)</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil activity</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil pH</td>
<td>7.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% swell of remoulded sample under 7kPa @ OMC &amp; MDUW</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected swelling pressure (kPa) of remoulded sample at OMC and MDUW</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconfined compressive strength (kPa) of remoulded sample at OMC and MDUW</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Mass (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silica (SiO₂)</td>
<td>55.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumina (Al₂O₃)</td>
<td>19.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferric oxide (Fe₂O₃)</td>
<td>13.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (CaO)</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (MgO)</td>
<td>3.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanium (TiO₂)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na₂O)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss on ignition</td>
<td>5.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NOTE: Swelling pressure of soil was determined using the constant volume method (ASTM D4546) and the construction procedure to correct the effect of sample disturbance was after; Fredlund, (1983).*
Table 2: Elemental composition of LS stabilizer from EDS analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Mass (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon (C) mass in LS</td>
<td>47.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen (O) mass in LS</td>
<td>23.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur (S) mass in LS</td>
<td>12.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca) mass in LS</td>
<td>14.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium (Al) mass in LS</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg) mass in LS</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K) mass in LS</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na) mass in LS</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig 1. (a) FTIR pattern of LS admixture and (b) chemical structure of LS admixture
Fig 2. (a) Effect of LS content on the consistency limits of the remoulded expansive soil and (b) chemical treatment effect on the particle size distribution of the expansive soil.
Fig 3. Effect of LS content on the percent swell with time
Fig 4: Effect of 2% LS treatment on the volumetric strain of the remoulded expansive soil
Fig 5. Constant volume swelling pressure measurement of untreated and treated expansive soil.
Fig 6. Time-dependent swell behaviour of L- treated expansive soil
Fig 7. Time-dependent behaviour of cement-treated expansive soil
Fig 8. Effect of 2% LS content on mass loss in freeze-thaw durability test
Fig 9. Effect of 2% LS content on moisture content at the end of each cycle in freeze-thaw durability test. AMC = adsorbed moisture content.
Fig 10. Effect of 2% LS content on volumetric strain in freeze-thaw durability test.
Fig 11. XRD diffractograms of untreated and 2% LS-treated expansive soil.
Fig 12. SEM micrographs of remoulded untreated and 2% LS-treated expansive soil